Innervation of supporting cells in the guinea pig cochlea detected in bloc-surface preparations.
We immunohistochemically examined the distribution of nerve fibers among supporting cells of the cochlea by using the bloc-surface preparation. The existence of these nerve fibers was not very clear in the standard avidin-biotin complex (ABC) method. However, the standard ABC method complemented with silver intensification procedure provided very fine details of the nerve fibers. The nerves started to appear at low density about 55% of the distance from the apex, and their density gradually increased toward the upper turn. In each portion, the nerve fibers increased in thickness and length as well as the number of synapses made with the nuclei. Moreover, the distribution of these nerves in the fetal cochlea was similar to that in the adult. However, the functional significance and importance of these nerves remains to be determined. Our study also indicates that the silver intensification procedure combined with the standard ABC method is useful for the detailed observation of stereoscopic innervation in thick tissue preparations like such as the cochlea.